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Abstract
Let K be a weakly compact, convex subset of a Banach space X with normal structure. Browder–Kirk’s
theorem states that every non-expansive mapping T which maps K into K has a fixed point in K . Suppose
now that WCC(X) is the collection of all non-empty weakly compact convex subsets of X. We shall define
a certain weak topology Tw on WCC(X) and have the above-mentioned result extended to the hyperspace
(WCC(X);Tw).
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1. Introduction
The Brouwer, Banach, and Schauder–Tychonoff fixed point theorems were published in the
early 1900s. Due in part to the important applications of these results to various branches of
mathematics, many mathematicians were attracted to the study of fixed point theory. Markov–
Kakutani proved that every commutative family of continuous affine mappings of a compact
convex set of a topological vector space into itself must have a common fixed point. Later in
1965 Browder and Kirk [4,10] proved that if K is a weakly compact, convex subset with nor-
mal structure of a Banach space X, then every non-expansive mapping T :K → K must have
a fixed point. Recently, we obtained some results [6–9] which are closely related to the Markov–
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hyperspace WCC(X) where WCC(X) is the collection of all non-empty weakly compact, convex
subsets of the Banach space X.
2. Notations and preliminaries
Let K be a non-empty, bounded convex subset of a Banach space X with diam(K) =
sup{d(x, y) = ‖x − y‖: x, y ∈ K}. A point x ∈ K is said to be a diametral point of K if
sup{d(x, y) = ‖x − y‖: y ∈ K} = diam(K). K is said to have normal structure if for each
convex set M ⊂ K, and M contains more than one point, then M has a non-diametral point
(i.e. there exists x ∈ M such that sup{d(x, y) = ‖x − y‖: y ∈ M} < diam(M)). It is known that
every compact, convex set has normal structure and also every convex subset of a uniformly con-
vex Banach space has normal structure. Suppose now BCC(X) is the collection of all non-empty,
bounded, closed, convex subsets of X. For A,B ∈ BCC(X), define N(A; ε) = {x ∈ X: d(x, a) =
‖x − a‖ < ε for some a ∈ A} and h(A,B) = inf{ε > 0: A ⊂ N(B; ε) and B ⊂ N(A; ε)}, equiv-
alently h(A,B) = max{supx∈A d(x,B), supx∈B d(x,A)}. Then h is known as the Hausdorff met-
ric and the space (BCC(X),h) is known as the hyperspace over X. Now let WCC(X) be the col-
lection of all non-empty weakly compact, convex subsets of X and CC(X) be the collection of all
non-empty compact convex subsets of X. For general X we have CC(X)WCC(X) BCC(X).
The notion of weak convergence of bounded, closed, convex sets has been studied by many
mathematicians [1–3,5,11]. Hu and Huang [8] defined a certain weak topology Tw on the hy-
perspace CC(X) and they extended the classical Markov–Kakutani theorem to the hyperspace
(CC(X),Tw). We shall now define a weak topology Tw on WCC(X) and extend the Browder–
Kirk’s fixed point theorem to the hyperspace (WCC(X),Tw). Now let Z denote the complex
plane, CC(Z) the collection of all non-empty compact, convex subsets of Z and h the Haus-
dorff metric on CC(Z). Suppose X∗ is the topological dual of X and x∗ ∈ X∗, it follows from
the weak continuity and linearity of X∗ that for each weakly compact, convex subset A of X,
x∗(A) is a compact convex subset of Z and hence x∗ maps the space WCC(X) into CC(Z). We
shall now prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Suppose A,B ∈ WCC(X), then h(x∗(A), x∗(B)) ‖x∗‖h(A,B) for each x∗ ∈ X∗.
Thus x∗ : (WCC(X),h) → (CC(Z), h) is continuous (note that the same h is used to denote
different Hausdorff metrics).
Proof. Let r > h(A,B). Then A ⊂ N(B; r) and B ⊂ N(A; r). Hence for each a ∈ A, there
exists b ∈ B such that ‖a − b‖ < r and consequently ‖x∗(a) − x∗(b)‖ = ‖x∗(a − b)‖ 
‖x∗‖‖a−b‖ < ‖x∗‖r , which in turn implies that x∗(A) ⊂ N(x∗(B),‖x∗‖r). Similarly x∗(B) ⊂
N(x∗(A),‖x∗‖r). Hence h(x∗(A), x∗(B))  ‖x∗‖r, which implies that h(x∗(A), x∗(B)) 
‖x∗‖h(A,B) and the proof is complete. 
We shall need the following Lemma 2 which is easily verifiable and is stated without proof.
Lemma 2. Let A,B,C,D ∈ WCC(X). Then
(a) A = B if and only if x∗(A) = x∗(B) for each x∗ ∈ X∗,
(b) h(A + B,C + D) h(A,C) + h(B,D).
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which makes each x∗ : (X, τw) → (Z, | |) continuous. By Lemma 1, we now have each
x∗ : (WCC(X),h) → (CC(Z), h) is continuous. Thus, we may define Tw to be the weakest
topology on the hyperspace WCC(X) such that each x∗ : (WCC(X),Tw) → (CC(Z), h) is con-
tinuous. A typical Tw-neighborhood of A ∈ WCC(X) is denoted by W(A;x∗1 , . . . , x∗n; ε) ={B ∈ WCC(X): h(x∗i (B), x∗i (A)) < ε for i = 1,2, . . . , n}.
Lemma 3. Addition and scalar multiplication are continuous operations on the space
(WCC(X),Tw).
Proof. Suppose a Tw-neighborhood W(A + B;x∗1 , x∗2 , . . . , x∗n; ε) is given. We choose W1(A;
x∗1 , x∗2 , . . . , x∗n; ε2 ) and W2(B;x∗1 , x∗2 , . . . , x∗n; ε2 ) to be Tw-neighborhood of A and B , respec-
tively. Then for (A′,B ′) ∈ W1 × W2, we have h(x∗i (A′ + B ′), x∗i (A + B)) = h(x∗i (A′) +
x∗i (B ′), x∗i (A)+x∗i (B)) h(x∗i (A′), x∗i (A))+h(x∗i (B ′), x∗i (B)) < ε2 + ε2 = ε for i = 1,2, . . . , n,
i.e. A′ +B ′ ∈W(A+B) proving that addition is continuous. It can be shown in a similar fashion
that scalar multiplication is also continuous.
Suppose now A,B ∈ WCC(X) and α ∈ Z is given, it follows from Lemma 3 that A + B ,
αA ∈ WCC(X), thus we may now define a subset K ⊂ WCC(X) to be convex if for each
A1,A2, . . . ,An ∈ Kand α1, α2, . . . , αn ∈ [0,1] with ∑ni=1 αi = 1, we have ∑ni=1 αiAi ∈ K;
a subset K ⊂ WCC(X) is said to be bounded if sup{h(A, {0}): A ∈ K} < ∞ (i.e. K is
a bounded set of the metric space (WCC(X),h) the usual way); K is weakly bounded if for
each x∗, sup{h(x∗(A), x∗{0}): A ∈K} < ∞; and K is said to have normal structure if for each
convex setM⊂K andM is not a singleton, thenM has a non-diametral point (i.e. there exists
A ∈M such that sup{h(A,B): B ∈M} < diam(M)). 
Lemma 4. Let K⊂ WCC(X) be weakly bounded. Then K is bounded.
Proof. SinceK is weakly bounded, we have for each x∗ ∈ X∗, sup{h(x∗(A), x∗({0})): A ∈K} =
M < ∞. Note that h(x∗(A), x∗({0})) = sup{‖x∗(a)‖: a ∈ A}. Thus, if we set K =⋃A∈KA =⋃
A∈K{a: a ∈ A} ⊂ X, we have sup{h(x∗(A), x∗({0})): A ∈K} = supA∈K{supa∈A{‖x∗(a)‖}} =
supa∈K {‖x∗(a)‖} = M < ∞. It follows now from the uniform boundedness principle that K
is a bounded subset of X, i.e., sup{‖a‖: a ∈ K}  N < ∞ for some N . Since A ⊂ K , we
have h(A, {0}) = sup{‖a‖: a ∈ A}  sup{‖a‖: a ∈ K}  N for each A ∈ K proving that K
is bounded. 
Recall that each x∗ : (WCC(X),Tw) → (CC(Z), h) is continuous. Thus if K is a weakly com-
pact (Tw-compact) subset of WCC(X), x∗(K) is a compact subset of the metric space (CC(Z), h)
and hence bounded for each x∗ ∈ X∗ (i.e. K is weakly bounded). Consequently, it follows from
Lemma 4 that we have the following Lemma 5.
Lemma 5. SupposeK is a weakly compact subset of (WCC(X),Tw). ThenK is a bounded subset
of (WCC(X),h).
3. Main results
In a Banach space X, closed balls B[x; r] = {y ∈ X: ‖y − x‖ r}, being closed and convex,
are weakly closed. Now that WCC(X) has both the original topology (the metric topology) as
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{B ∈ WCC(X): h(A,B) δ} are also Tw-closed.
Theorem 1. The closed ball U[A; δ] is weakly closed, i.e. Tw-closed.










we shall consider the cases h(A,B) = supx∈A d(x,B) and h(A,B) = supx∈B d(x,A) separately.
Case 1. Suppose h(A,B) = supx∈A d(x,B), then there exists a0 ∈ A such that d(a0,B) 
h(A,B)− r3 . It follows that for each b ∈ B , ‖a0 −b‖ d(a0,B) h(A,B)− r3 = (δ+ r)− r3 =
δ + 2r3 > δ + r3 and hence b /∈ N [a0; δ + r3 ] showing that N [a0; δ + r3 ] ∩ B = φ, where
N [a0; δ + r3 ] is a weakly closed convex set and B is a weakly compact, convex set. It follows
now from the Hahn–Banach theorem that there exist x∗ ∈ X∗ and real numbers r1, r2 such that
Rex∗(b) < r1 < r2 < Rex∗(x) for b ∈ B and x ∈ N [a0; δ + r3 ]. Let ε = r2−r12 . Suppose now
Aα ∈ U[A; δ], we have then h(Aα,A) δ which in turn implies the existence of some aα ∈ Aα
with ‖aα −a0‖ < δ+ r3 or aα ∈ N(a0; δ+ r3 ) ⊂ N [a0; δ+ r3 ]. Thus |x∗(aα)−x∗(b)| > r2 −r1 > ε
for all b ∈ B , i.e., x∗(aα) /∈ N(x∗(B); ε) which in turn implies x∗(Aα) 
⊂ N(x∗(B); ε) and hence
h(x∗(Aα), x∗(B)) ε. Thus Aα /∈W(B;x∗; ε) proving that each B /∈ U[A; δ] has a weak neigh-
borhoodW(B;x∗; ε) disjoint from U[A; δ]. Thus the complement of U[A; δ] is weakly open and
hence U[A; δ] is weakly closed.
Case 2. Suppose h(A,B) = supx∈B d(x,A). It follows that there exists b0 ∈ B such that
d(b0,A) = h(A,B) − r3 . Let D =
⋃
a∈A N [a; δ + r3 ]. Then it is easily verified that D is con-
vex and hence D (the closure of D) is closed and convex. Now for each x ∈ D, there exists
a ∈ A with ‖x − a‖ δ + r3 . Thus ‖a − b0‖ ‖a − x‖ + ‖x − b0‖ which in turn implies that
‖x − b0‖ ‖a − b0‖ − ‖a − x‖ d(b0,A) − ‖a − x‖ h(A,B) − r3 − ‖a − x‖










Thus d(b0,D) = d(b0,D) r3 . By Hahn–Banach theorem there exists x∗ ∈ X∗ and real numbers
r1, r2 such that Rex∗(x) < r1 < r2 < Rex∗(b0) for all x ∈ D, which implies |x∗(b0) − x∗(x)| >
r2 − r1 > r2−r12 = ε for all x ∈ D. Next, Aα ∈ U[A; δ] implies that h(Aα,A)  δ < δ + r3
and hence Aα ⊂ N(A; δ + r3 ) ⊂ D. Consequently, |x∗(b0) − x∗(aα)|  r2 − r1 > ε for each
aα ∈ Aα which implies x∗(B) 
⊂ N(x∗(Aα); ε). Thus h(x∗(Aα), x∗(B))  ε showing that
Aα /∈W(B;x∗; ε). Therefore, the complement of U[A; δ] is weakly open and hence U[A; δ]
is weakly closed. 
Next, we prove the following result which is an extension of the classical Browder–Kirk
theorem.
Theorem 2. LetK be a non-empty, weakly compact (i.e. Tw-compact), convex subset of WCC(X)
and K has normal structure, suppose T :K→K is a non-expansive mapping, then T has a fixed
point in K.
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empty, weakly compact, convex and invariant under T (i.e. T (K0) ⊂ K0). If K0 consists of a
single element, we are done. Otherwise 0 < diam(K0) = d (d < ∞) by Lemma 5. The normal
structure ofK implies the existence of some A0 ∈K0 such that sup{h(A0,A): A ∈K0} = d1 < d .
Let K1 =K0 ∩ (⋂A∈K0 U[A;d1]). Since A0 ∈K1, therefore K1 
= φ. K1 is convex, since all sets
involved are convex. Also each U[A;d1] is weakly closed by Theorem 1 and hence K1 being
a weakly closed subset contained in the weakly compact subset K0 is also weakly compact.
T (K0) ⊂K0 implies convT (K0) ⊂K0, since K0 is convex. Next K0 is weakly compact implies
that the weak closure of convT (K0) is contained in K0, i.e. convT (K0)w ⊂K0.
Thus T (convT (K0)w) ⊂ T (K0) ⊂ convT (K0)w ⊂ K0, and it follows from the minimal-
ity of K0 that K0 = convT (K0)w . Next, we prove that K1 is invariant under T . Indeed, for
A ∈ K1, we have h(T (A),T (B))  h(A,B)  d1 for all B ∈ K0, equivalently for B ∈ K0 im-
plies T (B) ∈ U[T (A);d1], i.e. T (K0) ⊂ U[T (A);d1] and hence convT (K0)w ⊂ U[T (A);d1].
But K0 = convT (K0)w and hence K0 ⊂ U[T (A);d1] which implies that T (A) ∈ K1. Next,
d1 < d implies that K1 K0. Summing up, K1 is a non-empty, weakly compact, convex subset
of K0 which is invariant under T which contradicts the minimality of K0. 
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